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Abstract

A lack of sufficient biosecurity communication for tourists can lead to higher biosecurity risk which may result in severe environmental, human health and associated economic impacts. The scope of this research is to assess biosecurity plans and communication strategies of Ireland’s major ports, state agencies and governing bodies involved in outdoor recreational activities which have the potential to mitigate biosecurity risk. A mixed method approach was utilised which consisted of content analysis as well as structured qualitative interviews. Analysis has revealed limited communication to tourists arriving in Ireland’s ports and few plans or biosecurity communication strategies in place by national agencies. The need to provide adequate communication of biosecurity measures aimed at mitigating the potential for tourists to vector dangerous microbes and aid biological invasions seems not to have been recognised. In order to reduce Ireland’s biosecurity risk the need for comprehensive biosecurity planning and communication is vital in order to increase tourist awareness of biosecurity measures at pre-border, border, and post-border stages. This paper concludes that low levels of biosecurity communication is worrying and may pose a considerable biosecurity risk to Ireland. It offers an opportunity to be improved before a serious biosecurity breach occurs possibly resulting in a lost tourist season or expensive eradication programmes as has been witnessed in other destinations worldwide. This research has also highlighted the need for theory to adequately reflect the role of communication by emphasising its inclusion in new or updated biosecurity frameworks to be developed into the future.
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Introduction

Rationale

The rationale for this paper is centred around the dearth of academic research on biosecurity risk and tourist communication in Ireland. Biosecurity research in Ireland focuses on the agriculture industry (O’Connor et al. 2012; Sayers et al. 2013) and tourists who constitute a major vector receive little mention. The tourism industry is a significant contributor to the Irish economy and represents 10.4% of the country’s total GDP (WTTC, 2018). However, tourism is also known to generate negative impacts by potentially contributing to an increased level of biosecurity risk to both human health and the environment. The justifications for this research is the pivotal role implementing biosecurity communication can have on the effectiveness of biosecurity measures (Gunn et al., 2008; Palmer et al., 2009; Nöremark et al., 2016). This is most notably the case with tourism that is considered a major pathway for the spread of invasive alien species (Anderson et al. 2015) and infectious disease (Baker, 2015). The communication of biosecurity measures to tourists in Ireland is of critical importance. Major biosecurity events have been witnessed as far back as 165BC. However, of notable significance was the 1347 bubonic plague that caused the death of over a third of Europe’s populations (Frith, 2012). The primary pathway for such diseases has been observed to be human vectors aboard ships (Hayes, 2005). In more recent times, modern day tourism sees the world becoming increasingly mobile and interconnected. This can be characterised by freedom of movement and drastically reduced journey times. All of these factors can contribute to an increased risk of human-to-human transmission of infectious diseases (Beigel et al. 2005). With international tourist arrivals worldwide increasing 7% in 2017 to reach 1,322 billion (UNWTO, 2018), tourism is a significant element of this growth in population mobility. Therefore, governments may need to place greater emphasis on biosecurity and more specifically biosecurity communication to tourists.

International literature clearly indicates the strong link between tourism and biosecurity. Tourists can easily carry person-to-person transmitted infections to any part of the world (Baker, 2015). Increasing tourist mobility has become a major factor in the current and emerging patterns of disease (Hall, 2006). Another element of biosecurity is communication and the potential for ‘bad news’ arising from disease outbreak resulting in lost tourism revenues (Hall, 2011). Powell & Leiss, (1997) supported this by stating that poor risk communication can result in economic consequences and substantial declines in visitation. However, improved biosecurity communication to tourists could be the most effective way of increasing biosecurity practices (Colmar Brunton, 2013; Anderson et al. 2014a; Baker, 2015).

Aim and objectives

The primary aim of this paper was to assess the extent of biosecurity communication in place for tourists in Ireland. This was done by analysing all biosecurity plans and communication strategies of Ireland’s major ports, state agencies and governing bodies. Specifically, forty-one agencies and state bodies were identified which will need to be incorporated into the conceptual framework. These agencies are key stakeholders for communicating biosecurity measures to tourists. The objective of the study was to determine to what extent these agencies are communicating biosecurity to tourists. All plans, policies, strategies, guidelines and online media of these agencies have been assessed to identify if any biosecurity communication exists. The findings from this paper are discussed and critically assessed in the context of international best practice to potentially reduce biosecurity risk in Ireland.

Literature review

Tourism and biosecurity

Increases in global tourism and migration have led to an increased level of biosecurity risk around the globe (Gushulak & MacPherson 2004; Pickering et al. 2007; Pyšek & Richardson, 2010; Hall, 2011; Anderson et al. 2015; Layton et al. 2017). Instances of biological invasions are increasing around the world, resulting in high control and eradication costs. Furthermore, major outbreaks around the world are gathering increasing attention
due to their devastating toll to human health. One of the most significant contributors to biosecurity risk is the extent to which tourists can vector pests or diseases. Increasing spatial movements of international tourists has resulted in the spread of infectious diseases globally (Baker, 2015). Furthermore, outdoor recreational tourism activities are a major pathway for the spread of invasive alien species (Anderson et al. 2015).

Major incidents emphasise the importance of governments establishing and enforcing biosecurity. The 2003 outbreak of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) in Hong Kong resulted in over 770 human fatalities (McAleer et al. 2010). This outbreak cost China’s tourism industry €15 billion (HKTDC, 2003). Furthermore, Wilder-Smith et al. (2003) highlights how tourist airline travel significantly contributed to the spread of serious SARS throughout the globe.

Although tourism is considered to be the centrepiece for biosecurity measures, there is little discussion on the importance of such measures in tourism literature. This may be due to the industry being unprepared for the implications that biosecurity breaches have on the tourism industry. For example, the Irish National Biodiversity Action Plan 2017 and the Invasive Alien Species Strategy for Northern Ireland have very little mention of tourism. This is despite tourism potentially having a considerable impact on the development and implementation of biosecurity measures. Three decisive stages of biosecurity implementation represent three critical stages of a tourist’s journey occurring at pre-border, border, and post-border (Biosecurity Strategy Development Team, 2001a, b; Hall, 2005). In addition, a wider diffusion of potential biosecurity threats is occurring due to tourists using smaller hub airports (Gaber et al. 2009). From an environmental perspective, increasing numbers of tourists are participating in common outdoor recreational activities such as hiking, and mountain biking (Tverijonaite et al. 2018). These activities can act as forms of habitat disturbance, potentially facilitating species invasion (Pickering et al. 2007; Pickering et al. 2010; Tobin et al. 2010; Jauni et al. 2014).

The costs of biosecurity breaches associated with both invasive alien species’ and infectious diseases are substantial. In Europe alone, it is estimated that more than ten thousand non-native species have become invasive, costing €12bn per year (EEA, 2012). Rassy and Smith (2013) underline how Mexico lost an entire tourist season and incurred losses of around €2.2bn due to the Swine Flu pandemic in 2009.

In order to mitigate the risk of infectious diseases and invasive alien species entering a country, many governments have introduced biosecurity strategies. This is seen in countries such as New Zealand and Australia who have been at the forefront of tourism biosecurity. The development of strategies such as ‘Biosecurity 2025’ highlights tourism as a key industry regarding the implementation of biosecurity measures. This may be due to the serious environmental damage and economic costs resulting from the highly invasive algae Didymosphenia Geminata (Didymo). Evidently, New Zealand has had a biosecurity strategy in place since 2003. European countries however have been much slower to adopt biosecurity strategies. This is despite free movements for citizens within the Schengen and common travel area. Over a decade later, the European Commission adopted a regulation “on the prevention and management of the introduction and spread of invasive alien species” (EU Regulation 1143/2014). In contrast to New Zealand, EU Regulation 1143/2014 only came into force in 2015 (Bazzichetto, 2018). This regulation identifies research, monitoring and surveillance for early detection of invasive alien species. Tourists could potentially play an important role in these processes due to their potential to the spread of invasive alien species. The implementation of biosecurity measures at pathways of initial introduction (Hulme et al. 2008) is suggested by Anderson et al. (2015) as the most effective mitigation process. This process can also promote monitoring, surveillance and early detection resulting in effective risk mitigation. Anderson’s biosecurity measures will need to be incorporated into the conceptual framework for this study. The communication of key processes for monitoring, mitigation and eradication are crucial in alleviating the risk of biosecurity breaches on a destination.
Biosecurity and tourism in Ireland

Ireland has witnessed the severe impacts of a reactive biosecurity system, most notably the 2001 foot and mouth (FMD) outbreak (O’Reilly et al. 2003). The initial introduction of FMD to Ireland occurred unnoticed due to a lack of biosecurity surveillance. This resulted in countrywide dispersal of the disease through unregulated livestock movements. Significantly, biosecurity measures only preceded the outbreak. These measures consisted of intensive disinfection procedures that were initiated nationally at entry to farms, schools, and other public buildings. This outbreak resulted in a mass animal culling operation commencing of cattle, pigs, and goats, including over 13,000 sheep. The resulting impacts to government expenditure was over €100m while the estimated negative impact on tourism revenues was €200m (O’Toole et al. 2002).

In more recent times, biosecurity concerns are of increasing significance to the Island of Ireland and its tourism industry. Ireland's natural environment and unspoilt surroundings are key to many of Tourism Ireland (who promotes the entire Island of Ireland as a tourism destination) marketing campaigns. Overseas tourist visits to the island of Ireland in 2016 increased by 7.7% to 10.3 million compared to 2015 (Tourism Ireland, 2015; 2016). However, the consequential costs associated with biosecurity breaches can have a significant impact on tourism revenue. Significantly, there are currently 128 invasive alien species established in Ireland, 51 of which are classed as 'high impact' species, representing a substantial risk to Ireland's environment and tourism industry (National Biodiversity Data Centre, 2018). The estimated costs of invasive alien species to tourism and recreation in Ireland are substantial. The current estimated annual cost of invasive and non-native species to Ireland and Northern Ireland reached €261 million (Kelly et al. 2013). In order to combat this, Inland Fisheries Ireland has developed biosecurity guidelines for specific high risk recreational activities. These guidelines aim to the halt the vectoring of invasive alien species and diseases from anglers, boaters, paddle sports, and scuba diving. Such guidelines can effectively target the pathways of introduction such as hull fouling as identified by Hulme et al. (2008). However, these guidelines fail to incorporate sufficient communication to tourists. In contrast, the UK implements a specific invasive alien species communication plan. This communication plan targets all recreational water users (freshwater), including anglers, boat and kayak users, and exotic pet owners (MCWG, 2017). A specifically designed biosecurity communication strategy is a significant step in acknowledging the importance communicating biosecurity and should be implemented in Ireland.

Biosecurity and tourist communication

According to the WHO (2010), a system for communication and information exchange are key for a harmonized and integrated approach to biosecurity. Furthermore, advances in communications and global access to biosecurity information are key influencing factors for biosecurity (WHO, 2010). The importance of effective biosecurity communication can be seen from the 2009 Swine flu outbreak in Mexico. Swine flu sparked a rapid increase in global communication activities by governments, journalists, and more importantly; citizens themselves (Findlater & Bogoch, 2018). The rapidly evolving nature of technological innovations allowed information to travel from unofficial sources on social media platforms (Nerlich & Koteyko, 2012). This can potentially prompt fear and anxiety that most certainly alter tourists travel choices and behaviours (Birnbrauer, Pennington-Gray, & Donohoe, 2013; Donohoe, Pennington-Gray, Omodior, 2015).

A lack of clear top down biosecurity communication can bring about severe negative economic impacts (Rassy and Smith, 2013). This problem may be related to the understanding that individuals use media coverage as a cognitive shortcut to make sense of complex issues (Jen-Shih et al. 2008). Significantly, media coverage tends to focus predominantly on specific instances of hazardous situations, short-term consequences and hazardous themes (Jen-Shih et al. 2008). Leung et al. (2013) discusses the important role of social media in both tourists' decision
making. Technological advances in communication for instance social media can allow people to become the media themselves for sharing information (Thevenot, 2007; Li & Wang, 2011). However, official communication from experts about a pandemic may have to compete with a plethora of new modes of lay communication (Nerlich & Koteyko, 2012). The presence of a communication strategy could alleviate tourist’s risk perception that could interfere with their travel decisions.

A significant concern is the ability of a tourist with an infectious disease to travel to any part of the world within 24 hours (Baker, 2015). Increasing numbers of tourists crossing international borders (UNWTO, 2018) are considered to be driving forces for the spread of infectious diseases worldwide. These tourists can vector infectious disease and have the potential to infect non travellers in their new destination (Hass et al. 2003). This draws attention to issue of tourists themselves acting as a host for infectious disease, further emphasising the importance of biosecurity awareness.

Communication from experts and authorities may be crucial for reducing potential pathways of introduction (Anderson et al. 2015). The pathways of initial introduction framework (Figure 1) provided by Hulme et al. (2008) segregates the different processes which make up the specific pathway. Specifically, hull

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INITIAL INTRODUCTION INTO REGION</th>
<th>PATHWAY</th>
<th>DEFINITION</th>
<th>EXAMPLE</th>
<th>REGULATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Release</td>
<td>Intentional introduction as a commodity for release</td>
<td>Biocontrol agents, game animals, plants for erosion control</td>
<td>Responsibility: APPLICANT, Permits Required, National Regulation</td>
<td>Intentional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escape</td>
<td>Intentional introduction as a commodity but escapes unintentionally</td>
<td>Feral crops and livestock, pets, garden plants, live baits.</td>
<td>Responsibility: IMPORTER, Screening Risk Analysis, National Regulation.</td>
<td>Intentional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Containment</td>
<td>Unintentional introduction with a specific commodity</td>
<td>Parasites, pests, and commensals of traded plants and animals</td>
<td>Responsibility: EXPORTER, Quarantine Procedures, International Regulation.</td>
<td>Unintentional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stowaway</td>
<td>Unintentional introduction attached to or within a transport vector</td>
<td>Hull fouling, ballast water/soil/sediment/organisms</td>
<td>Responsibility: CARRIER, Quarantine Procedures, International Regulation.</td>
<td>Unintentional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corridor</td>
<td>Unintentional introduction through natural dispersal of alien species across political borders</td>
<td>Potentially all alien taxa capable of dispersal</td>
<td>Responsibility: POLLUTER, ‘Polluter Pays’, International Regulation.</td>
<td>Unintentional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispersal</td>
<td>Unaided</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unintentional</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1. Pathways of initial introduction framework**
Source: Adapted from Hulme et al. (2008)
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Fouling is mentioned as it provides a vector for stowaways concealed on the hulls of boats. The development of such a framework may be a critical proactive process for identifying and informing unknowing vectors of adequate biosecurity measures (Pickering et al. 2007). Hulme et al. (2008) identifies an abundance of potential vectors and pathways for biosecurity threats (Figure 1). Implementing national governance alone may not be sufficient to mitigate the risk of biological invasions. The need for regulations, laws and a concise management plan for invasive alien species are required with a focus on tourist activities and communication (Pickering et al. 2007; Hall, 2011; Anderson et al. 2015). Furthermore, international health regulations, EU regulations and Laws have been developed to support countries in combating biosecurity risk. These will need to be incorporated within the conceptual framework for biosecurity risk and tourist communication.

This pathways of initial introduction framework (figure 1) addresses the need for identifying pathways for biosecurity threats. Clearly this framework could benefit with an element of communication. Future frameworks could prevent tourist vectoring from an uptake in best practice guidelines by including biosecurity communication. Clear, transparent, and effective tourist communication can be an essential tool in mitigating biosecurity risk in a destination. This will need to be incorporated into the conceptual framework for this study.

Biosecurity communication at an individual level for tourists could be considered as ultimately the most important stage of biosecurity. This may be due to tourists themselves providing the pathway for introduction. A significant educational tool for informing tourists is the use of customs and passenger declarations (Hall, 2005). This can also be a means of gathering traveller information and alert customs officials to potential biosecurity risks. Of potential interest to tourism agencies are questions as to whether passengers have partaken in high risk recreational activities. Recreational boaters can inadvertently transport harmful invasive alien species from previously visited lakes (Schneider et al. 1998; Johnson et al. 2001; Rothlisberger et al. 2010; De Ventura et al. 2016). According to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (2015), the more cost efficient and effective biosecurity information dissemination to recreational water users consist of signs at boat ramps. This form of communication is seen in Ireland to prevent the Asian Clam from the river barrow (IFI, 2015). However, more needs to be done to improve tourist awareness. Readily available biosecurity best practice guidelines should be provided to boaters on methods to clean and dry their equipment (Cole et al. 2018).

Communicating a strong biosecurity message to water users at international borders is understood to produce effective biosecurity conformity among tourists (Anderson et al. 2014b). Equally, Ireland could potentially benefit from such an approach due to the large volume of recreational water users. Furthermore, the Invasive Non-native Species Media and Communications Plan for Great Britain has extended its dissemination of biosecurity information posters to airports. This approach has resulted in a significant 9% increase in people carrying out the good biosecurity practices since its implementation (MCWG, 2017). It is clear that providing tourists with effective biosecurity communication at Ireland’s major ports could considerably reduce the country’s biosecurity risk.

The conceptual framework (figure 2) frames the assessment of biosecurity communication for tourists in Ireland. This framework is composed of international and European regulation (EU) 1143/2014 on invasive alien species and (EU) 1082/2013 on serious cross border threats to health. These regulations can guide Irish state bodies in developing biosecurity plans and strategies. Communication plays an important role in successfully implementing biosecurity measures (Colmar Brunton, 2013; Anderson et al. 2014a; Baker, 2015). Furthermore, communication forms a crucial element of the conceptual process for this research as it provides a critical link between state bodies and tourists. Communication also underpins many pivotal biosecurity processes such as monitoring, mitigation, and eradication. These processes can be accomplished through a biosecurity strategy and may result in the mitigation of negative destination impacts.
The conceptual framework (figure 2) supports and informs the research as it identifies the key factors and variables to be studied and the relationship between them (Miles and Huberman, 1994). It provides a clear structure for assessing biosecurity communication in Ireland as it identifies the hierarchal structure for biosecurity implementation. It also determines national agencies and state bodies in a preferable position to implement biosecurity measures to tourists as set out by international and European regulations. Through this conceptual framework, it was deemed appropriate to assess biosecurity risk in Ireland through the level of communication. This was achieved by assessing biosecurity plans and communication strategies within national agencies and state bodies.

**Methodology**

In order to undertake an assessment of biosecurity communication for tourists in Ireland, this study employed a mixed method approach. Initially a theoretical framework was developed which informed the construction of a detailed content analysis tool. This was utilised in tandem with structured qualitative interviews. The use of content analysis according to Berelson (1952:18) “allows for the objective, systematic and quantitative description of the manifest content of communication”. Content analysis allowed for an assessment of biosecurity communication from key and national agencies, and points of entry in Ireland. Through an in-depth review of theory, in addition to assessing international examples, the researcher identified forty-one national and key agencies and points of entry in Ireland as listed in table 1. This informed the development of the conceptual framework in figure 2. Through empirical findings identified in international literature, the researchers understood that the selected sample would be in a favourable position to increase implementation of biosecurity measures for tourists in Ireland through an effective biosecurity communication strategy or plan.

The criteria to be analysed focused on the presence of: a biosecurity plan, a biosecurity plan comprising of any elements of communication, and biosecurity communication strategy. This research was conducted by analysing the official plans, policies, strategies, and media of specific national and key agencies, as well as points of entry in Ireland in relation to tourism. In addition to a comprehensive content analysis, qualitative

![Figure 2: Conceptual framework for assessing biosecurity communication for tourists in Ireland](image-url)
data within this study was attained by conducting structured qualitative interview with personnel responsible for biosecurity within the agencies. The data gathered was analysed with qualitative software analysis NVivo. The data was gathered in February and April of 2018 and was inputted into a tourism biosecurity matrix tool which was specifically designed from the theoretical framework and included specific criteria to be assessed. The results have been analysed and discussed with reference to international standards of biosecurity best practice. The findings established in this study will grant a basis for further research of tourists acting as vectors of biosecurity threats in Ireland which will be facilitated through grounded theory.

Results

Ireland's biosecurity communication overview

This research provides a snapshot of biosecurity risk and tourist communication in Ireland. The analysis revealed that 95% of agencies in Ireland do not have a biosecurity plan and 97% do not have a biosecurity communication strategy in place. This low level of planning and communication is significant given the importance of integrating clear tourist communication needed to mitigate biosecurity risk. The significance of having adequate biosecurity communication for tourists in Ireland cannot be underestimated given the 5.7% growth of international tourists visiting Ireland (Fáilte Ireland, 2018). Furthermore, the importance of tourist communication is emphasised within the Great Britain Invasive Non-native Species Strategy as well as international literature (Smith, 2006; Anderson et al. 2014a; Cole et al. 2018). However, out of the forty-one agencies assessed, only one, the Health Service Executive (HSE) was found to have a biosecurity communication strategy in place. Further assessment also revealed that Inland Fisheries Ireland have a biosecurity plan

Table 1. Sample used for assessing biosecurity communication for tourists

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National Agency/Key Agency /Points of Entry</th>
<th>Relevant Plans, Policies, Strategies, and Media Included for Content Analysis</th>
<th>National Agency/Key Agency /Points of Entry</th>
<th>Relevant Plans, Policies, Strategies, and Media Included for Content Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Angling Council of Ireland</td>
<td><a href="http://www.anglingcouncil.ie">www.anglingcouncil.ie</a></td>
<td>Irish Disabled Sailing Association/Sailforce</td>
<td><a href="http://www.afloat.ie/resources/organisations/irish-disabled-sailing-association">www.afloat.ie/resources/organisations/irish-disabled-sailing-association</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angling Ireland</td>
<td><a href="http://www.fishinginireland.info">www.fishinginireland.info</a></td>
<td>Irish Ladies Golf Union</td>
<td><a href="http://www.golfnet.ie">www.golfnet.ie</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballooning Ireland</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ballooningireland.ie">www.ballooningireland.ie</a></td>
<td>Irish Marine Operators Association</td>
<td><a href="http://www.afloat.ie/resources/organisations/irish-marina-operatorsassociation">www.afloat.ie/resources/organisations/irish-marina-operatorsassociation</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bird watch Ireland</td>
<td><a href="http://www.birdwatchireland.ie">www.birdwatchireland.ie</a></td>
<td>Irish Mountain Running Association</td>
<td><a href="http://www.irishmarinefederation.com">www.irishmarinefederation.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canoeing Ireland</td>
<td><a href="http://www.canoe.ie">www.canoe.ie</a></td>
<td>Irish Orienteering Association</td>
<td><a href="http://www.imra.ie">www.imra.ie</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cruising Association of Ireland</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cruisinginireland.com">www.cruisinginireland.com</a></td>
<td>Irish Sailing Association</td>
<td><a href="http://www.sailing.ie">www.sailing.ie</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycling Ireland</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cyclingireland.ie">www.cyclingireland.ie</a></td>
<td>Irish Sea Kayaking Association</td>
<td><a href="http://www.iska.ie">www.iska.ie</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donegal Airport</td>
<td><a href="http://www.donegalairport.ie">www.donegalairport.ie</a></td>
<td>Irish Surfing Association</td>
<td><a href="http://www.irishsurfing.ie">www.irishsurfing.ie</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dublin Airport Authority</td>
<td><a href="http://www.daa.ie">www.daa.ie</a></td>
<td>Irish Trails</td>
<td><a href="http://www.irishtrails.ie">www.irishtrails.ie</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dublin Port</td>
<td><a href="http://www.dublinport.ie">www.dublinport.ie</a></td>
<td>Irish Underwater Council</td>
<td><a href="http://www.diving.ie">www.diving.ie</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fáilte Ireland</td>
<td><a href="http://www.F%C3%A1ilte">www.Fáilte</a> Ireland</td>
<td>Irish Waterski and Wakeboard Federation</td>
<td><a href="http://www.irishwwf.ie">www.irishwwf.ie</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golfing Union of Ireland</td>
<td><a href="http://www.golfnet.ie">www.golfnet.ie</a></td>
<td>Killybegs Harbour</td>
<td><a href="http://www.killybegs.harbour.ie">www.killybegs.harbour.ie</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heritage Boat Association</td>
<td><a href="http://www.heritageboatassociation.ie">www.heritageboatassociation.ie</a></td>
<td>Mountaineering Ireland</td>
<td><a href="http://www.mountaineering.ie">www.mountaineering.ie</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horse Sport Ireland</td>
<td><a href="http://www.horsesportireland.ie">www.horsesportireland.ie</a></td>
<td>National Coarse Fishing Federation</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ncffi.ie">www.ncffi.ie</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSE</td>
<td><a href="http://www.hse.ie/eng">www.hse.ie/eng</a></td>
<td>Outdoor Education Ireland</td>
<td><a href="http://www.oei.ie">www.oei.ie</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inland Fisheries Ireland</td>
<td><a href="http://www.fisheriesireland.ie">www.fisheriesireland.ie</a></td>
<td>Rowing Ireland</td>
<td><a href="http://www.rowingireland.ie">www.rowingireland.ie</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inland Waterways</td>
<td><a href="http://www.iwai.ie">www.iwai.ie</a></td>
<td>Scout Ireland</td>
<td><a href="http://www.scouts.ie">www.scouts.ie</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland's Association for Adventure Tourism</td>
<td><a href="http://www.laat.ie">www.laat.ie</a></td>
<td>Speleological Union of Ireland</td>
<td><a href="http://www.caving.ie">www.caving.ie</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland West Airport</td>
<td><a href="http://www.irelandwestairport.com">www.irelandwestairport.com</a></td>
<td>Triathlon Ireland</td>
<td><a href="http://www.triathlonireland.com">www.triathlonireland.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish Camping and Caravan Club</td>
<td><a href="http://www.iccc.ie">www.iccc.ie</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish Cruiser Racer Association</td>
<td><a href="http://www.afloat.ie/sail/icra">www.afloat.ie/sail/icra</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
however, there was only minor elements of communication found within this. The only other agency found to have a biosecurity plan was Bird Watch Ireland, yet this plan did not mention any elements of communication.

**Results for human health concerns.**
The only biosecurity communication strategy in Ireland is located within the National Pandemic Influenza Plan for Ireland and developed by the HSE. Its compulsory development is based on instruction from the World Health Organisation (WHO, 2005). Crucial methods of communication for an influenza pandemic are outlined. Processes of communication consist of a leaflet drop, regularly updated website, press briefings, and television and radio updates. It appears essential that communicating advice and guidance often stands as the most important public health tool in managing a risk (WHO, 2008). Evidently the sharing of this advice is considered of high importance as it could potentially reduce the risk of tourists vectoring infectious diseases. According to the (WHO, 2009:29) “The goal of communications before and during a pandemic is to provide and exchange relevant information with the public, partners, and stakeholders to allow them to make well informed decisions and take appropriate actions to protect health & safety, and response of which communication is a fundamental part of”. Therefore, this communication strategy can play a crucial role in protecting human health and Ireland’s tourism industry by improving tourist awareness of infectious disease outbreaks.

**Results for environmental concerns**
Further assessment of agencies revealed that only 5% had a biosecurity plan, while only 3% had a plan with any elements of communication. Although it is acknowledged the presence of communication within such plans or strategies is a positive finding, these could do much more to provide clear biosecurity communication to tourists in Ireland. For instance, the only plan with communication for environmental biosecurity concerns was the After Life Communication Plan that was developed as part of the CAISIE project (Control of Aquatic Invasive Species and Restoration of Natural Communities in Ireland). This was set up by the state agency Inland Fisheries Ireland in order to minimise the threat from invasive alien species. Crucially, the aim for tourist communication in this plan are to “create awareness of invasive species at all levels and to promote and implement biosecurity measures” (IFI, 2013:2). However, this plan only focuses on the high risk areas of Lough Corrib and the Grand Canal and Barrow Navigation. A comprehensive integrated political and agency approach covering the entire island of Ireland is required for biosecurity. Furthermore, important pathway management measures outlined in this plan that reflect the need for communication within the initial pathways of introduction framework (figure 1). However, this plan could do much more to inform tourists in other locations and increase its coverage extensively throughout Ireland.

**Evaluation of results**
Only 3% of overall agencies assessed in Ireland had a biosecurity communication strategy in place. This is despite the need for biosecurity communication for tourists in order to mitigate Ireland’s biosecurity risk. Significantly, none of the national agencies for the environment had a biosecurity communication strategy developed. This is despite these agencies potential to connect with tourists for issues of monitoring, mitigation, and eradication of invasive alien species. Additionally, biosecurity communication may reduce impacts on a destination from both a micro and micro perspective as shown from the conceptual framework (figure 2). This lack of a communication strategy appeared to be a frequent theme within the smaller national agencies and governing bodies in Ireland. For example, when a national agency was asked if they had a biosecurity communication strategy in place, they responded:

“no, no official strategy but we have had articles in our magazine but it is not part of our formal policy or anything like that.” (NGO).

This further highlights an apparent shortfall in communication processes for tourists as there is little dissemination processes in place from national agencies and governing bodies. The lack of a communication strategy is also apparent from many of the key agencies and
points of entry into Ireland. For example, when a major port was asked about the presence of a biosecurity communication strategy, they responded:

“I wouldn’t know anything about that” (Major Port).

This lack of biosecurity knowledge signifies the need for training and education of individuals within these key agencies and points of entry. Furthermore, a biosecurity communication strategy could additionally include provision for personnel training and education through biosecurity workshops and online training modules. This educational element is also included in both the Great Britain Invasive Non-native Species Strategy and is outlined as a key component for implementing the Invasive Non-Native Species Media and Communications Plan for Great Britain. This approach in Ireland could identify individuals within agencies for training on monitoring, mitigation, and eradication as outlined in Figure 2.

Discussion of findings
Despite the high level of biosecurity risk in Ireland, the results indicate that national agencies are providing very little biosecurity communication to tourists. Although biosecurity best practice guidelines are outlined within the CAISIE After Life Communication Plan 2013, the national implementation of these vital guidelines are confined to just two specific areas in Ireland. This seems to be a wasted opportunity as the entire island would benefit. As was witnessing in the UK with a 9% increase in people carrying out the good biosecurity practices since a nationwide communication strategy was implemented (MCWG, 2017). Furthermore, only two national outdoor activity agencies had biosecurity communication in place for visitors or indeed members. These measures have been proven to improve tourist participation in biosecurity best practice guidelines for treating their recreational gear. This is despite substantial growth in nature-based tourism (Davenport et al. 2002; Christ et al. 2003; Pickering et al. 2007; Balmford et al. 2009). However, empirical findings identified in the conceptual framework for assessing biosecurity communication for tourists (figure 2) identified a gap in communication between state bodies and tourists. Communication from national agencies could be used to bridge this gap. Ireland’s lack of a clear biosecurity plan for tourism could leave the country vulnerable to increasing biological invasions, high eradication and control costs, and environmental damage from tourists being unaware of biosecurity best practice guidelines.

Regarding human health, the increasing number of international visitors to Ireland results in a heightened risk for tourists vectoring infectious disease. Tourism has been highlighted as a major factor in the global spread of disease, specifically Ebola in 2013 (Baker, 2015) and SARS in 2003 (Moore, 2004). These two incidents highlighted the need for improved biosecurity communication among tourists and significantly resulted in the development of the International health regulations. Outlined in the conceptual framework (figure 2), these regulations provide Ireland with guidance for infectious disease outbreaks. This can include health service provision for the HSE, and resulted in the development of Ireland’s only biosecurity communication strategy. However, further emphasis on biosecurity communication was required for this framework, especially within national agencies and major ports. Otherwise the implementation of biosecurity practices may become somewhat too late as an outbreak already may have occurred. The need for a biosecurity communication strategy by agencies at major ports is outlined conceptual framework for assessing biosecurity communication for tourists (figure 2). Major ports such as Dublin Airport and Dun Laoghaire could improve tourist adoption of biosecurity measures through clear communication as they are ideally placed to inform, monitoring and mitigation.

Conclusion
Contribution
This paper has discussed from both an international and national perspective the relationship between biosecurity risk and tourist communication. Tourism is a significant contributor to biosecurity risk in Ireland. This study contributes to new knowledge regarding the adoption of clear biosecurity
communication to tourists. Specifically, the focus is on national agencies involving outdoor recreational activities and governance at major ports in Ireland. A lack of awareness and recognition of the effectiveness of biosecurity measures is outlined as a barrier to successful biosecurity implementation (Gunn et al., 2008; Palmer et al., 2009; Nöremark et al., 2016). The conceptual framework for assessing biosecurity communication for tourist (figure 2) has guided this research and helped identify communication from national agencies. It has been established that only 3% of national agencies have biosecurity communication for tourists in place. This is worrying when the rapid growth of tourists visiting Ireland is considered and the potential impacts to human health and the environment. Therefore, this assessment provides clear direction for future development of essential biosecurity plans and communication strategies from national agencies, state bodies and major ports.

Policy implications
Two essential policy implications can be drawn from this study. Firstly, tourists engaging in outdoor recreational activities are an increasingly known pathway for the spread of invasive alien species (Pickering et al. 2007; Rothlisberger et al. 2010; Anderson et al. 2015; De Ventura et al. 2016). This has led to several international and European agreements and regulations being developed. Irish biosecurity policy development is guided by international and European regulations which is evident the conceptual framework for assessing biosecurity communication for tourists (Figure 2). However, there is clear a division between the tourists and these regulations due to a lack of communication. Therefore, policy makers should encourage the development of communication strategies at a national level which are aimed at high risk outdoor recreational activities. While some agencies adopt biosecurity guidelines for biosecurity risk mitigation, the communication of these guidelines is lacking. By including communication into biosecurity policy may prevent the severe negative economic impacts from eradication and control measures.

Secondly, increasing volumes of international tourists worldwide has become a major factor in emerging patterns of disease (Hall, 2006; IATA, 2017). Therefore, timely expert communication during an infectious disease outbreak can alleviate tourist vectoring and inaccurate risk perception. This can ensure a destination doesn’t inherently go through a lost season due to overreaction of the media. Therefore, policy makers at major ports should develop their own communication strategies in order to alleviate risk perception and provide accurate biosecurity information to tourists and media alike.

Limitations
This study is not without limitations due to budget and time factors. The focus was centred on the specific conceptual framework. As this assessment focused on national agencies and state bodies, this limited the assessment from analysing tourist behaviours. It would be advantageous to identify the impact biosecurity communication has on tourist’s adoption of the limited biosecurity guidelines in Ireland. Tourist behaviour is a decisive factor in uptake of biosecurity best practice guidelines. Several authors have also suggested that biological invasions are still occurring despite biosecurity measures in place (Cole et al. 2016; Kemp et al. 2017). Therefore, other external factors may need to be incorporated in future research in this area.

Future research directions
This paper is part of a wider doctoral research project and thus facilitates an opportunity for further research. This will allow for a much larger study of tourist vectoring and biosecurity within Ireland. Although this assessment identified minimal biosecurity plans and communications in Ireland, it has established a substantial level of potential risk. This risk needs further assessment in light of the potential negative biosecurity impacts on the economy, human health and environment in Ireland. Outreach research should be conducted to determine what types of communication approaches are most effective (Cole et al. 2018). This study could focus on tourists who have not yet adopted biosecurity measures in order to identify more effective methods of biosecurity communication.
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